
Église évangélique mennonite 
Chemin de Belfond 37 
2710 Tavannes 
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To the members and friends
 To individuals and institutions

 Interested in the project Arsenal
Tavannes, April 2018

Word of Introduction

Ernest Geiser

President of the Building 

Commission

Jean-Rodolphe Zürcher

President of the Council of EEMT

This package contains the following 
documents:

 ■ Useful Addresses for EEMT
 ■ History and Ecclesial Life
 ■ A Place of Community and Social Life
 ■ Endurance for a Project
 ■ Blueprint of the Facades and Floors
 ■ Financial Request
 ■ Volunteer Work
 ■ Presentation of the Transformation in 

Progress 
 ■ Once upon a time, there was an arsenal

Dear members and friends, 
Dear interested in the project Arsenal

We are pleased to provide you with this presentation 
package, describing EEMT’s Arsenal project. Our desire 
is to help you discover the choices that make up the 
foundation of this project, as well as the needs for the 
beginning of the transformation.

After the stages of discernment and decision, the pur-
chase of the building and the planning of its transforma-
tion, arrives those of execution and funding. Therefore, 
we appeal to you for the financial donations necessary 
for this great project.

We rely on the wisdom and help of our Savior to ac-
complish this transformation.

Thank you for your interest in this presentation, we ex-
tend to you our cordial greetings.
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Addresses for EEMT 

Current address 
Chemin de Belfond 37 
2710 Tavannes

Future address 
Rue de Pierre-Pertuis 30 
2710 Tavannes
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Council

Bernard Bögli, Sandra Brunner (Secretary), Davina Fuhrer 
(Finances Manager), Martin Geiser, Samuel Geiser, Denis 
Schnegg, Manuel Streit and Jean-Rodolphe Zürcher (Pres.).

Responsible bodies and useful 
addresses for EEMT (January 2018)

Ernest Geiser
Chemin de Belfond 1
2710 Tavannes
079 797 33 53
e.rm.geiser@bluewin.ch

Jean-Rodolphe
Rue du Soleil 5
2605 Sonceboz-Sombeval
079 700 90 75
jr.zurcher@bluewin.ch 

Christian Sollberger
Route de Chaindon 17
2732 Reconvilier
079 509 42 13
sollbis@bluewin.ch 

Yoan Habegger
Chemin de Beausite 11
2710 Tavannes
079 671 69 66
y.habegger@eemt.ch

Building Commission 

Davina Fuhrer (Cashier), Daniel Geiser, Ernest Geiser 
(President), Rachel Geiser, Yoan Habegger (Construction 
Manager), Albert Liechti, Matthieu Schnegg, Naïm Schnegg 
(Architect), Stéphane Schranz, Elisabeth Trummer and  
Jean-Rodolphe Zürcher (Secretary).

Pastoral Team

Christophe & Florence Amstutz, Catherine Bolle Zürcher, Anne-
Catherine Gagnebin (Children’s Min.), Ernest Geiser (Retired 
Pastor), Martin & Myriam Geiser, Sébastien Giran, Matthieu & 
Rebekah Schnegg (Interns), Nadine Schranz, Christian Sollberger 
(Pastor & Pres.), Elisabeth Trummer, Doris Vuilleumier (Sec.).

Sekretariat Website: www.eemt.ch  |  Postal account : 25-12390-9

Presentation Folder created through the contri-
bution of different bodies, coord. by E. Geiser. 
Translation: Rebekah Schnegg and Christian 
Sollberger. Layout and graphics: R. Liechti

Salomé Scheidegger
Rue de la Promenade 1, 2710 Tavannes
079 613 44 99
secretariat@eemt.ch

Contact
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History and Ecclesial Life
The Birth of the Anabaptist Movement 

In 1517, the Reformation ignited with the display of Luther’s 95 theses in Wittenberg. Although all of Europe was 
Catholic, apart from the Jews, this monk greatly upset the established order. Two Christian denominations where 
put into place, The Catholic and the Reformed Church. Larger regions chose to follow the reformed faith due to 
the support of political authorities. This was the case in Zurich, where the reformer Zwingli worked. Nearby, a 
group of students preached a more radical translation of the Bible, bringing to light topics such as discipleship 
life and loving your enemy, that were not commonly taught. In 1525, their translation led to a division, particularly 
due to the question of baptism, that they reserved for people who personally professed their faith in Christ. 

This belief undermined the common understanding 
formally held by both, church and state, that baptism 
secured one’s salvation. In 1527, these developments 
led to the first persecution, banishment and execution 
of those who followed this doctrine in the region.

The Anabaptists, first chased out of Zurich, then out 
of Emmental, found refuge in the mountains of the 
Bishophood of Basel in the 16th century. At this time, 
the southern part, the current Bernese Jura, was ag-
itated by the acceptance of the Reformation led by 
Farel as early as 1528. Bern asked to extend the per-
secutions to the territory of the Prince-Bishop who, 
for his part, held other interests. While the intensity of 
threats varied from time to time, Anabaptists benefited 
from the disagreements between the opponents and 
supporters of their presence. In 1738, the mayor of 

Tavannes, Abraham Saunier, transmitted to the Prince-Bishop a list of 27 Anabaptists living in the commune 
territory. During a period of 300 years (from the 17th until the beginning of the 20th century), the Anabaptists of 
the region were subjected to much movement. Families arrived in waves following the Bernese repressions and 
others left to Alsace or the New World, only a minority remained where they lived. Eventually they were called 
Mennonites, a more international name that took over following the developments of the Anabaptist movement 
in northern Germany and the Netherlands.

Thanks to the increasing connection between various Christian denominations, requests for forgiveness from 
the Anabaptists were expressed from different locations in the mid-20th century. More recently, reconciliations 
have been reported between Mennonite and Catholic representatives (1998 to 2003), between Mennonites 
and Reformed Swiss (2006 to 2009), and a statement addressed to the Anabaptists by the Lutheran World 
Federation (2010). On a political level, the authorities of the Canton of Bern apologized to the Anabaptists in 
November 2017.

Trachselwald Castle, Emmental, one of  

the Anabaptists’ places of imprisonment.
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The foundation of EEMT

At the beginning of the 20th century, the Anabaptists in 
the region of Tavannes were mainly members of the 
communities Petit-Val (Moron) or Sonnenberg (Tramel-
an). In 1967, a group of people decided to build a room 
adjoining a family house. During this construction, the 
aforementioned churches became equal owners of 
the building; the place of worship was inaugurated on 
December 14, 1969. Through a process that began 
in 1983, the two founding churches encouraged the 
creation of a new local church in Tavannes. The deci-
sion-making and execution stages were supervised by 
the Swiss Mennonite Conference (CMS).

Thus on August 25, 1989, 38 people decided to com-
mence EEMT, a few weeks later 71 people requested 
to become members and 21 people asked to be added 
to the list “friends of the church.” The inaugural church 
service took place on November 26, 1989, a booklet 
was published reporting the occasion. EEMT’s con-
stitution encouraged favorable community dynamics, 
people and families from further regions joined regular-
ly. Growing need of space, including that of the Sunday 
school, led to the expansion of the church building, with 
the installation of adjoining rooms for the children’s 
ministry. The dedication of the expansion took place 
on August 29, 1993.

Several developments

Over time, the changes have not ceased! Starting with 
the linguistic choice, since the foundation of EEMT 
church activities have gradually switched to French. 
Other significant changes are those concerning wor-
ship during the church services. The ancient hymns, 
sung for decades, gradually gave way to more recent 
compositions. It is the same for the music itself: the 
harmonium, and then the piano were replaced with an electronic keyboard. 
A variety of instruments have been added as well. These changes are 
carried out with respect. Several worship teams lead the worship during 
the church services.

Charly Ummel, President of the Swiss Mennonite Conference, dur-

ing the opening service in EEMT.

The Prefect Jean-Philippe Marti during the opening inauguration of 

the new building.
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Work among youth is valued, even before the constitu-
tion of the church. In the early 2000s, the entire structure 
of the Sunday school was redesigned to develop more 
interactive and pedagogic methods and a continuity in 
terms of relationships. The programs were adapted to 
each age group, from early childhood to adolescents. 
The Youth Ministry (MJ, Ministère Jeunesse) is led by 
a team of around forty people.

The Church places a priority on developing a commu-
nity that promotes evangelization through daily activ-
ities, professional relationships, spontaneous prayer 
offered at the end of each service, monthly appetizers, 
counseling, etc. This is done so that bridges can be 

built to reach people wishing to know God and who 
search a community.

With the destabilization in the Arabic countries, new 
waves of refugees arrive in Switzerland. Christian and 
Muslim families, notably from Egypt and Syria, have 
been placed in the region by the government. Individual 
contact made by members of EEMT with these Arabic 
speakers brings an awareness to the community of 
their presence. Since 2013, sermons have been trans-
lated into Arabic and ministries have been created to 
accompany migrants and aid their integration. Under 
the name “Give and Receive Shop”, a self-service sec-
ond-hand stand offers free items to those in need.
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Community life

Community life is important for every age group. An 
important concern is providing for different needs. For 
church services, quality contributions are sought (intro-
duction, testimonies, prayer of blessing for the different 
stages of life, preaching, prayer, etc.). All of these areas 
are going through developments, combining both the 
riches of the gospel of Jesus Christ and the current 
needs of the people. EEMT purposely offers few activi-
ties on weekdays, the hope being to promote family life, 
commitments in professional circles, the development 
of home groups, and specific offers related to special 
interests. The church encourages a maximum of people 
to find a place where they can discover their gifts, serve 
as a team and participate in the training of new people.

Our theological orientation is faithful to the Bible, the 
Word of God. Our roots are from the Anabaptist-Men-
nonite heritage, but we do not seek to idealize these 
origins. We desire to be an open and welcoming church 
for people coming from another background. As far 
as styles of piety are concerned, since its constitution, 
EEMT identifies to classic and charismatic style types. 
Experience shows that this choice is valued by a vast 
majority of people who are in contact with EEMT. Collab-
orations with other churches are numerous. The com-
mon witness of Christians is important, with the desire 
to emphasize what unites us rather than what divides.

The EEMT publishes a bi-monthly bulletin “Belfonde” 
for members and interested persons.
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A Place of Community and 
Social Life
Live the Gospel daily. When EEMT was confronted with the question: “Do we want to 
concretize our interest in the purchase of the arsenal?”, both the council (the executive 
group) and the pastoral (the ministry group) have sought to discern the stakes and 
understand God’s desire. In the course of a process that has become more intense since 
2010, a list of elements has been decisive in guiding us towards this new location, through 
a community decision in 2013.

In summary:

 ■ The encouragement from individuals, from here 
and elsewhere, leading EEMT to take an interest in 
the building

 ■ The need of space, especially for a church that has 
many young families, and therefore many children

 ■ The symbolic sign in the subject of non-violence, 
dear to the Anabaptist-Mennonite tradition. 
Transforming an army building into a place of 
worship illustrates a biblical prophecy about 
the nations: “They will beat their swords into 
plowshares and their spears into pruning hooks. 

Nation will not take up sword against nation, nor 
will they train for war anymore.” (Mi 4:3)

 ■ The environmental aspect, we are leaving a 
neighborhood made up of family houses (H2 
zone), and placing ourselves near a main road, 
facilitating access during all seasons. Renovating 
an existing building without needing to construct 
on a plot

 ■ The invitation to be a daily church, a place of 
equipment for the people who come on Sundays 
and during the week.
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The Church, a place of life

Through the transformation of the arsenal, EEMT intends to develop a place of life with different facets. Starting 
with the Sunday morning worship service, whose regular focus is worship, praying and preaching the word of 
God. In a variety of ways, one or more elements are regularly added, for example: personal testimonies, news from 
churches elsewhere, the sharing of communion or relational moments via an appetizer. Sunday activities touch 
all generations, they are concretized in particular by programs 
adapted for infants and children of school age divided into several 
age groups. Our desire is to encourage each person in his or her 
relationship with God, to grow in faith and their personal vocation.

EEMT hopes that this building can be a place of life during the 
week as well. The generous space of the site, both indoor and out-
door, offers a wealth of possibilities. Some activities are already 
planned: the church secretary’s reception office, the accommo-
dation of an association with a social purpose, music lessons, 
and so on. Other ideas are to be imagined with people and groups interested in bringing life to the building. EEMT 
maintains good relations with the other surrounding churches and communities, and intends to support them 
with the help of its future building.

The Church, a solidarity body

Social solidarity is connected to the turbulent history 
of Anabaptist-Mennonites over a long period of time. 
At first very affected by rejection from 16th to 19th cen-
turies, the Mennonites benefited from progressive inte-
gration and a growing involvement in society in general. 

In addition, reconciliation experienced at the beginning 
of the 21st century with other Christian denominations 
helped bring healing from these memories. However, 
today many people experience exclusion, exile and 
penalties in many different forms.
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Endurance for a Project 
A brief presentation of the Church. The Evangelical Mennonite Church of Tavannes 
(EEMT) is made up of around 160 members, around one hundred children and youths 
(0 - 16 years old) and around fifty “friends.” It was established in 1989 under the Swiss 
Mennonite Conference. Initially located in a very limited space, the premises were 
enlarged in 1993 to increase the capacity of reception from 80 to 200 places. The purchase 
of the arsenal building is beyond expectations and a subject of great thankfulness.

Looking for a new location

Since the early 2000s, EEMT has been cramped in its building. Thus the consideration to find a new solution orig-
inates from this period. At the beginning, a limited expansion on the current property was considered, but without 
the enthusiasm of the majority. In addition, a larger extension was prevented by the border with an agricultural 
zone. While researching options, temporary solutions were found thanks to premises made available by the Center 
for Curative Education of the Bernese Jura (CPCJB) on Sunday for the youth ministry. 
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A word on the site of the old Tavannes arsenals

At the beginning of the new millennium, the restructuring 
of the Swiss Army resulted in the abandonment of the 
former arsenals located at Tavannes. Two of the three 
buildings have been rented temporarily by the Digger 
Foundation, which works in the construction of demining 
machines. The sale of the site was officially announced 
in 2006, immediately EEMT showed its interest in pur-
chasing the big empty remaining building, at the same 
time as other interested associations. Long negotiations 
followed, due to several complex realities:

1. The procedures to which “armasuisse” (the real es-
tate company of the Swiss Army) submits sales, with 
priorities that favor public authorities.

2. The area plan containing the arsenals, classified as 
public utility, which prevents economic activities and 
housing.

3. Lastly, the protection of the architecture of the build-
ing built in 1895, classified “worthy of conservation” 
by the Historical Monuments of the Canton of Berne. 
The combination of these constraints lowered the 
selling price, while discarding non-compliant projects

The solution for a purchase by EEMT was found, thanks 
to a contractual agreement with the Municipality of Ta-
vannes. In two successive votes, the population voted 
first on the global purchase of the site in 2013, and then 
on the financing in 2015. For its part, EEMT decided 
to purchase the building in 2013, and then to become 
the owner in June 2016 via a 70-year surface rights 
contract (2016 - 2086). With the support of an archi-
tect, the Building Commission worked on the planning 
of the transformation of this building. The plans and 
other required forms were filed with the authorities in 
September 2016, which resulted in the reception of the 
building permit in May 2017.

During this process that spans more than 10 years, 
EEMT was active in terms of consultations and nu-
merous administrative procedures. The different steps 
summarized above were accompanied by community 
prayer and the sovereign interventions of God.
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Blueprint of the Facades 
and Floors
The principle stages towards the establishment of blueprints for the transformation 
of the arsenal: 

 ■ 2013 – 2016, regular evaluations of the church’s 
needs to determine the building layout 

 ■ 2013 – 2016, regular consultation with the 
members of EEMT

 ■ 2015 – 2016, analyses (static structures, sound 
and thermal insulation, etc.) and the creation of 
detailed blueprints by KWSA - Kaiser Wittwer 
Schnegg Architects in Valbirse

 ■ 2016, contact with the Bernese Heritage 
concerning possible exterior modifications, as the 
building is classified under the category “worthy of 
conservation.”

 ■ 2016 – 2017, application for building permit filed 
on 09.09.2016 and favorable decision given on 
31.05.2017, legally effective from 26.07.2017.

West Facade East Facade

South Facade

North Facade
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A word on current funds. The purchase of the arsenal building and property, the notary 
fees and the first purchases of materials were financed through EEMT’s own funds. 
Between June 2016 and October 2017, around 700,000 CHF has already been invested 
by EEMT. This amount has been raised thanks to the first donation campaign, launched 
in 2013, and to current account surpluses from 2013 to 2016.

Presentation of investments (as of 11.13.2017)

This presentation covers the entire project. For Stages 1, 2a and 2b the expenditures have been approved; those 
concerning Stages 3 to 5 are not yet decided.

Net investments Price (CHF) Paid (CHF) Remaining (CHF)

Stage 1 – purchase of building and notary fees 548,138 548,138 —

Stage 2A – roof + frame, insulation, windows, 
access, electricity, rooms, sanitary, heating and 
ventilation. Voted on 11.11.2016

2,652,000 394,933 2,257,067

Stage 2B – offices (some rented) 
Voted on 11.11.2016

411,500 — 411,500

Stage 3 – social work on ground floor (location) 
Subsequent decision

115,100 — 115,100

Stage 4 – kitchen and refectory on ground floor 
Subsequent decision

319,900 — 319,900

Stage 5 – outdoor facilities 
Subsequent decision

250,000 — 250,000

Total net investments 4,296,638 943,071 3,353,567
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This request is the 2nd fundraising action for the beginning of the major transformation project

It aims to find a new share of self-financing during the major transformations approved by the AGM on 11.11.2016, 
for the completion of steps 2A and 2B. The financing is guaranteed by our banking institution. The council of 
EEMT is asking for generosity in order to limit loans as much as possible.

Donations are to be paid to the Caisse d’Epargne CEC SA, 2608 Courtelary, postal account 30-38150-4, for 
the Evangelical Mennonite Church, 2710 Tavannes (IBAN CH10 0624 0252 7445 9140 0), specify on the 
bulletin “Arsenal”.

Another form of support is possible through an interest-free loan, or at a preferential rate. In this case a “loan 
agreement” is established with the indication of duration and interest. For information on questions and decisions 
concerning loans, the council of EEMT has engaged three people to monitor loans on a confidential basis. It is 
therefore possible to contact:

Davina Fuhrer, Cashier EEMT
Rue de Tivoli 52 
2610 St-Imier 
079 690 47 10 
davina.fuhrer@gmail.com

Denis Schnegg 
Vieux-Chemins 13 
2712 Le Fuet 
032 481 16 33, 
dj.schnegg@bluewin.ch

Elisabeth Trummer 
Cernière 2 
2710 Tavannes 
032 481 32 59 
elisabeth.trummer@bluewin.ch

Further information

A third fundraising campaign is planned for the end 
of the renovation in 2019. As a reminder, part of the 
finances will be provided by the sale of the current 
premises, located at Chemin de Belfond 37. Small and 

large donations outside of the fundraising periods are a 
huge encouragement as well. Thank you for taking this 
request to heart and for contributing to the realization 
of next center of life of the church.

Sandra Brunner
Secretary

Jean-Rodolphe Zürcher
President

For the Council of EEMT:
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Volunteer Work
General Information

Following the consultation launched in 2013, it was 
communicated that members and friends of the church 
considered placing a high priority on volunteer work, as 
a way of reducing the expenses of the transformation. 
78 individuals announced their availability. Their work 
days counted at 8h/d corresponded to 7,296 hours, the 
equivalent of nearly four people working full time for 
one year. Added to this was the 483 hours of volunteer 
work towards organization (snacks and cleaning).

 Even children announced their intention to collaborate. 
This massive commitment was a great and pleasant 
surprise for the board.

During the 2nd stage (from the end of summer 2017, until 
the end of the summer of 2019), the most considerable, 
in terms of quantity committed to the transformation, is 
the significant work to be accomplished by volunteers. 
During this period, it will equal to CHF 697,000.00.

Several Possibilities 

To optimize the commitment of the volunteers, the building commission provides different possibilities.

For example:

 ■ Selected days (for example specific Saturdays)
 ■ Volunteer opportunities that last open for a specified period (one or more weeks)
 ■ Thursday mornings (8:00 – 11:45)
 ■ Other forms of individual collaboration confirmed with the construction manager
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The dates of specific days, as well as those of the volunteer weeks, are announced as soon as possible by 
EEMT. They are also accessible and regularly updated on our website: www.eemt.ch

To simplify the coordination of volunteer work, please register with the people indicated in the following link 
https://www.eemt.ch/arsenal/bénévolat/

Important volunteer work already completed in 2016 and 2017

Work dismantling facilities and internal walls began in 
the summer of 2016 and continued periodically until 
September 2017. A team from Ukraine (in September) 
helped to build the structures in which the insulation 
was installed on the outer walls. During the October 

volunteer project, insulation and vapor barrier were 
placed on the majority of the walls. Lastly, the work 
done on Saturdays at the end of 2017 resulted in the 
painting of the windshields and drains for the roof.

Project dates set for 2018 (mores are to come…)

 ■ In January 2018, help from experienced volunteers installing windows & fermacell in the space SeM
 ■ From February to March 2018, removal of cement on the ground floor (aisles 6 – 11) & digging sanitary 

channels. Done primarily by farmers
 ■ Opportunities during selected Saturdays & spring (03.30 – 04.13), summer (07.09 – 08.17) and autumn 

school holidays for painting, insulating, paneling, etc.

Stéphane Schranz
Volunteer manager
079 455 64 94
steph.schranz@bluewin.ch

Rachel Geiser
Snack manager
079 507 86 69
menetreyr@hotmail.com

Yoan Habegger
Construction manager
079 671 69 66
y.habegger@eemt.ch

Contacts:
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Presentation 
of the 
Transformation 
in Progress
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 1. Dismantling the second floor
 2. The construction site office
 3. The members of the CdB mark the acquisition of the 

building permit
 4. Volonteers from Kiev (Ukraine)
 5. Installation of wooden frames in the staircase
 6. Incorpoation of insulation under the roof structure
 7. Installation of the vapor barrier on the first floor
 8. Installation of the vapor barrier on the first floor
 9. Insulating the roof structure with Rockwool
 10. Insulating the roof with “pavatex” 

(a wooden base insulation) 
 11. Move of the pavanes board with the crane
 12. Meeting of the CdB of December 13th 2017

Pictures taken by members of the building 
commission, a majority by Daniel Geiser.

A more complete selection of pictures can be 
viewed on EEMT’s website, which is updated as the 
renovation advances: 
https://www.eemt.ch/arsenal/photos/

We appreciate receiving pictures of your work or of 
your volunteer team at Arsenal. Please send any by 
e-mail to Salomé Scheidegger, the secretary of EEMT:

Salomé Scheidegger
Secretary EEMT 
secretariat@eemt.ch
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Once upon a time, there was 
an arsenals
 1. Construction 

At the request of the Federal Military Administra-
tion (1893), the Bernese Grand Council orders the 
construction of the Tavannes arsenal. A budget 
of 126,000 CHF was voted for on 01.29.1894. 
Its construction took place in 1895 and that of a 
second building in 1906

 2. Souvenir from Tavannes 
Postcard sent 06.21.1899 from a tired traveller 
who came by foot from Le Noirmont. He wrote to 
his sister who lived in Boncourt.

 3. The Tavannes arsenal 
The postcard of soldier C. Sauvain, trumpeter of 
the 129th Battalion. He sends news to his family 
who lives in Courrendlin, and he writes that the 
time passes slowly...

 4. Mobilization 
In front of the cantonal arsenal of Tavannes dur-
ing the Great War (1914-1918). This place served 
as a location of assembly and demobilization for 
many army corps.

 5. Tavannes, new Pierre-Pertuis road 
The new road is constructed in 1915. The fus. J. 
Studer of the 59th Battalion writes to Miss Flora 
Meyer, a saleswoman at Laufon, that military life 
is not as easy as life at home!

 6. Tavannes arsenals 
Postcard written on 06.05.1916 by Col. H. 
Schouh, steward of the Federal arsenal of 
Tavannes. He expresses his condolences to the 
Trabold family from Geneva, following the sudden 
death of Col. Trabold in France.

1
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Illustrations and stories from a collection of old maps. Photo 4 taken from the book “Jura and Bernese Jura dur-
ing the First World War”, Hervé d Weck and Bernard Roten, Edition D + P SA - Jurassic Society of Officers (SJO).
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